
Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Great event and best speakers

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages, The Conference4Me app,

The CF2015 website

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Best of

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Yes of course

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Can you send me conference bag by mail?
30 App 5 B 1 MD Vazisubani Tbilisi 0190 Georgia AFRD Kakha Nadiradze

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Best connection

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

No

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

Nicest areas

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you have any comments on your experiences at the event
eg the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

No
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Very expensive

Accommodation fees Very expensive

Travel to the event Very expensive

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Yes of course,

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like to give us?

We ask to keep us updated, foodsafetyge@gmail.com
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Tiziana's plenary was too long.  I would have preferred 3 or 4 shorter more focused presentations during the plenary 
which represented the "user" element a bit more. My main issue throughout the conference is that every session did not 
finish on time.  Chairing of sessions was very poor in this respect.  It would have been helpful to have announcements 
in the tea and coffee areas that sessions were e.g. starting in 5 minutes.

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Catering was fantastic.

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Didn't attend. The conference dinner should have been on Wednesday and closing plenary on Thursday lunchtime to 
enable folks to fly back Thursday pm/Friday morning.  Especially as Bari is not that easy to get to.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Umbrella was enormous!

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Good - but would have preferred eduroam.

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online
registration & payments system?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

Bari was difficult to get to easily - and expensive too. i would have preferred somewhere more centrally located.  That 
said, the conference venue was fantastic - although the rooms were rather dispersed across the site.

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Very expensive

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Expensive

Any comment?
Fee was very expensive compared to other events of this type. It almost put me off attending. These should be
significantly reduced next time.

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like to give us?

The event was well organised - but please brief session chairs on what is expected i.e. that the session doesn't 
massively over run.  It would have been more interesting to focus more on requirements e.g. the astrophysics session 
covered this only in the last 5 minutes which was a shame.  A joint approach with other e-Infras to user forums seems 
like a good way forward.
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

it was well organised, and I enjoyed it a lot. Thanks!

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages, The CF2015 website

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

The staff were friendly and efficient. Lunchtime food wasn't too good, too much bread and pasta. It was tasty enough, 
but high on carbohydrates, low on anything else.

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

The city tour was excellent, thanks!

The music at the dinner was good, but _way_ too loud. I left after 45 minutes and took a taxi back to my hotel, so I have 
no idea what the food was like, there wasn't any being served by the time I left, just snacks.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

that was fine, thanks.

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

reliable, good.

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

no, it all seemed straightforward.

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

the venue was fantastic, I'd be very happy to go there again! Sometimes the rooms were a little crowded, but not too 
much.
More electricity sockets would have been good, but I think everyone managed OK.
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Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Acceptable

Any comment?
I initially booked the Grand Hotel Leon D'Oro, but changed after one night. The 4-star room I was in had a broken
shower and the walls weren't clean. That just wasn't acceptable. Fortunately for me, the Villa Romanazzi Carducci
still had room, and took me in at very short notice. They even gave me the conference rate, which was very kind of
them!

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Keep up the good work!

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like to give us?

no, other than to thank you for all the hard work you put it. I really appreciate it, despite complaining about a few points. 
I had a great time in Bari, thanks!
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

the programme went as smoothly as possible even though it was quite exhausting for those that had to follow 9-9 
sessions.

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages,
Do you have suggestions to improve events
communications?
The Conference4me app didn't offer location for each
session.

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

italian food at its best, it would be nice to offer soda drinks though.

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

yes city tour was a nice touch, even though

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

none what so ever.

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

terrible is a kind word to say about the wifi coverage.

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

a bit old fashioned and confusing but it did its job.

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

the venue was perfect for this size of conference, the only exception was the room at the basement that was too hot for 
3hours sessions.

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Good value

Travel to the event Acceptable

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

training events should probably be hosted in user /communities conferences or special ones instead of our own. The 
participation in training event was quite limited.  Also specific workshops at the end of the week like the open cloud 
workshop may sound like a good idea to cut down travel expenses but people were quite tired already with the regular 
conference.

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

It was excellent organization.

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

excellent

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Conference dinner was excellent.
I liked the city tour a lot. Our guide was also excellent.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Excellent

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

Excellent

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

Excellent.

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Acceptable

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like to give us?

DIRAC service tutorial was one of the best tutorials I have ever attended. It was very well planned and the instructor 
was simply excellent. 

D4Science  and COMPSS tutorials were also very good. 
I learned a lot from  DIRAC, D4Science and COMPSS tutorials. 

BUT   Intro EGI Fed Cloud Tutorial  and the EUDAT Tutorials were very bad. The people giving these tutorials just 
scrolled rapidly all the slides, screens etc. They did not really plan the tutorial beforehand. There was no way to learn 
anything from these tutorials.
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme
for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages, The Conference4Me app,

Mails and news

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Super, always on time, good choices

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Good location, nice food, too loud music.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

ok, few problems at the opening plenary only (probably because of the amount of connections)

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online
registration & payments system?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference
venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms,
how easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or
equipment?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Expensive

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Expensive

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme
for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages, Mails and news

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

very good :-)

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

I enjoyed the city tour.
The dinner was good. It would have helped to know the menu beforehand. Additionally, less music would have allowed 
more conversations.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

-

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

mainly stable

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

was fine

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

fine

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Good value

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Interesting programme, good networking opportunities.

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Catering, especially lunches were lower quality than at past events. The buffet run out of food very quickly. If your 
session finished late it was hard finding any choice.

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Both the venue and the menu were relatively low quality. The food was served far too late, seats were uncomfortable, 
and the quality of food was poor.Past events were much better. Guided tour was interesting.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

On-line programme was useful. Conference bad was also useful and giving a smaller bag better fitting to hand luggage 
was a good idea.

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Perfect, outstanding.

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

I have not used it, my institution registers us centrally.

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

Venue was really nice and pleasant. Fantastic surroundings. Unfortunately the acoustics of the rooms were poor and in 
some rooms there was constant background noise from hotel staff.

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you have any comments on your experiences at the event
eg the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

N/A
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Acceptable

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme
for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The Conference4Me app, Mails and news

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

It was very good

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Venue: very good
Very nice city tour, so to be repeated

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Good

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online
registration & payments system?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference
venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms,
how easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or
equipment?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Good value

Accommodation fees Good value

Travel to the event Good value

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Plenary sessions were OK, workshops were OK, but other sessions were reiterations of previous ones.

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages, The Conference4Me app,

Mails and news

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Awesome food, awesome catering. I would have loved a bit more of fruit during coffee breaks for a healthier snack.

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

I could not attend.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Fine, although sometimes it had hiccups.

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

No

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

Some small rooms were crowded (for instance tutorials) whereas other bigger rooms were empty. There was the 
classical lack of power cords in the rooms. Moreover, chairs were not so that comfortable, without a table for taking 
notes or putting the laptop in.

I do agree that tutorials must have a limited number of participants so that speakers can handle them properly, but 
some of them are really interesting, so people should be able to attend just for listening, even if they're not participating.

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Acceptable

Any comment?
Traveling to the event was OK in price, but it was a hard combination for getting there.

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

I would add more importance (i.e. more time) to working groups rather than presentations. F2F discussions are fruitful, 
but sometimes they had to end soon because of a lack of time.

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Few but good plenary talks will be good to have at the conference.

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Food at lunch and coffee breaks was great.

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

I did not attend the conference dinner, but the news on Friday was that the ambiance was noisy and food was average.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

None.

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Good.

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

On-line registration and payment was some what complex.

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

Electricity for laptops could have been better in some rooms.

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Expensive

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Acceptable

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

There were fewer plenary talks this year. It will be good for future events to have keynote speakers that attract wide 
attention and that also may address interesting/surprising topics that have not been covered at earlier events.

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like to give us?

The EGI conference is a great event that gathers many stakeholders in eInfrastructure. There is no equivalent in 
Europe. They should be continued (at least once a year).
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

The program was poor and everything linked to Federated Cloud. I guess that this is the direction of the EGI. But the 
fact is, that most of our users are grid users, not cloud users.

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The Conference4Me app

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

compliments

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

did not attend

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

/

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

it worked well

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

everyting was fine

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference
venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms,
how easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or
equipment?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Good value

Travel to the event Good value

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme
for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The CF2015 website

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Quite Helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference
catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception and
the lunchtime catering

Respondent skipped this
question

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference
dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before
dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the
week?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online
registration & payments system?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference
venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms,
how easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or
equipment?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Acceptable
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Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme
for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages, The CF2015 website,

Mails and news

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Everything was good, especially the welcome reception

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

- The music was a bit loud during the dinner
- The menu was a bit heavy, I mean, rice and pasta for dinner? No way!
- The tour was nice

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

- The umbrella was useless

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

In general terms the connection was good. Sometimes was overloaded but I think that this is normal.

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online
registration & payments system?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

- The place of the venue in Bari was amazing, however It was a bit difficult to reach Bari because there are no direct 
flights to Bari.

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Good value

Accommodation fees Good value

Travel to the event Good value

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

It could be helpful to have more plenary speakers outside of EGI (OGF, Globus, EUDAT, EC...).

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Excellent.

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

You already know music was too loud... The city tour was an excellent idea (although I expected to see the famous 
theater or fortress), it is mandatory to keep it in future events.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Quite good.

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online
registration & payments system?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference
venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms,
how easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or
equipment?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Expensive

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Acceptable

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like to give us?

Keep going on, good work!
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme
for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages,
Do you have suggestions to improve events
communications?
The pocket program folded with the pass was very
useful

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference
catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception and
the lunchtime catering

Respondent skipped this
question

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference
dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before
dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Fine

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online
registration & payments system?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference
venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms,
how easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or
equipment?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Good value

Travel to the event Good value

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Get far from Red Light district !

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like to give us?

very good work guys !
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

One comment regarding the closing session, only one speaker on a friday morning before the official closing session 
doesn't seem very practical in the attendee point of view. it would be better to keep other sessions meeting related in 
the rest of the day, otherwise the number od attendees will decrease due to extra costs of staying an extra night for one 
talk.

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Really good quality, pity that at lunch the food, in some days, wasn't enough (PS: by this I mean that when I got to the 
table there was no more food - lunches are also for networking so one should expect that people might arrive there 
almost at the end of lunch time).

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

The tour was a great idea ! really nice. 
Dinner was ok. didn't understand why placing the dinner party before dinner. I know that the group was a typical Italian 
group, however in such a dinner we also chat, the  volume of the music was so high that this was almost impossible...

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

the internet connection was ok, with some breaks in the main hall.

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

no

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

Acoustic was not good in one of the rooms, strange not to have power plugs available in the rooms (just a couple of 
them is really not practical).
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Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Expensive

Accommodation fees Very expensive

Travel to the event Very expensive

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like to give us?

Nowadays international conferences are struggling with participation numbers due to the prices of accommodation and 
registration. I think that keeping a conference of this size (3-4 days) in places were it is expensive to stay and it takes a 
long time to reach (like this one) can be a risk for future attendance.
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme
for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages, The CF2015 website,

Mails and news

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Great

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

The menu was excellent but the music too loud.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

In some rooms (eg: federico), we suffered serveral wifi cuts.

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online
registration & payments system?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference
venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms,
how easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or
equipment?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Acceptable

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme
for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages,
Do you have suggestions to improve events
communications?
The slides for each session must be available, at
least at the beginning. Even better would be before
the forum starts... That is a must. Tutorial sessions
abstracts must include minimum prerequisites, or
frustration will happen. The tutorials should have
been field tested beforehand, maybe by a team of
volunteer people. I'd volunteer myself as much as I
can, if such a team is created for next forum

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Quite Helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Almost perfect, space was a little scarce at lunchtime, but all in all very good.

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Music was way too loud, people are here to talk to each other, this was bordering on ear-hurting at times, and I was at 
the other end of the room.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

The site map was nice, even if hidden in the personal id card

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Sufficient

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

-
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Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

Acoustic was a pain, in scuderia there was the kitchen nearby, audio equipment was not really helpful. Some people 
didn't even used it. In the big room (europa if I remember) it was even worse, the room was resounding in a way that 
rendered the loud speakers useless, not a pleasant experience at all trying to listen, but not understanding what was 
told.

Video, layout, size were all OK, in comparison

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Acceptable

Any comment?
Try harder on: 1- Audio / sound 2- Tutorial sessions 3- Presentation material should be available before the event, it's
painful, but invaluable (look at the french JRES event)

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Keep the italian food ;-)
Work on the pain points
Everything else is good !

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like to give us?

Maybe the "face to face"s are of sufficient importance that you'll make them more visible.
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

I would like to see a couple of large science keynotes in the program. Does not necessarily need to be about the EGI 
infrastructure but can be about how ICT resources contribute to science.

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

The catering was very good. The sweets during the coffee brakes (and the coffee itself) were amazing.

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Dinner was fine.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

No.

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

One of the best I've had at any conference.

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

No.

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

Conference venue was very nice, keeping everybody 'on campus' was clever. One note: the basement room in the 
main building was very impractical: noisy and warm.

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you have any comments on your experiences at the event
eg the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

-
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Acceptable

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

-

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like to give us?

Thanks for organizing.
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

-

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

Mails and news,
Do you have suggestions to improve events
communications?
-

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Quite Helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

too, too much sweets at coffee breaks; it would be better to have (as a choice) small sandwiches

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

- city tour: good, however could last a bit longer (we were waiting for the dinner) 
- it's a pity that no information about the group I Scianari was provided (it could be a link to 
http://www.iscianari.it/Il%20gruppo.html) before the dinner

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

ok

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

unfortunately, it was terrible during the sessions and in the hotel rooms

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

keep the bank transfer option

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

it would be better to avoid rooms with chairs without even small desk

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you have any comments on your experiences at the event
eg the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

-
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Acceptable

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

more invited speakers

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like to give us?

- try to put all the program into 3 days
- check quality of internet connection before the event
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

The open discussion on Friday and the workshops were very useful.

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages, The Conference4Me app,
Do you have suggestions to improve events
communications?
Perhaps screens showing the line up of the day and
hosting rooms.

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Quite Helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Nice coffee, acceptable lunchtime catering, friendly reception.

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Dinner: nice location, nice music - a bit loud, food was average, service was ok.
Tour: great to see the city - please repeat this

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

The umbrella in conference bag immediately broke apart, was there a need for this gift?

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

In conference areas: good
In conference hotel rooms: poor

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online
registration & payments system?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

Plugs were not easily accessible to charge electronic devices, the eudat workshop room was packed, nice gardens for 
networking discussions.

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Acceptable

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like to give us?

Please announce the full program and session's content earlier in advance.
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

No

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The CF2015 website,
Do you have suggestions to improve events
communications?
No

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Very good!

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Sorry, couldn't participate.
For a week long meeting, you need some sort of outing of roughly 3 hours.
I prefer to have the dinner close to the hotels, so one can leave whenever.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

A simple bag is fine!
As the network was rather OK, the online program was sufficient. In Lisbon one couldn't update the presentations on-
site.

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Good

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

No

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

No
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Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you have any comments on your experiences at the event
eg the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

-

Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Good value

Travel to the event Good value

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

No

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like to give us?

No
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme
for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

Mails and news

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Very good

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

A bit late

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Very good

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online
registration & payments system?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

Very good

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Expensive

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Good value

Any comment?
I consider the registration fee expensive with respect to, for example, a scientific conference because the forum does
not include the publication costs

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme
for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages, Mails and news

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Great food, served by nice people, in wonderful settings

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Allowing some time in conference schedule for visiting interesting places is surely a very good idea

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

good

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online
registration & payments system?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

Very nice place, with many "quiet" corners ideal for unformal discussions, phone calls, ad-hoc mini meetings etc.

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Does not apply

Travel to the event Acceptable
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Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Good food please!! (Maybe I say that because I am somehow traumatized by NIKHEF sandwiches ;-))

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like to give us?

keep on the good work!
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme
for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Lunch and coffee break catering were excellent.
The timing of opening reception was a little disappointing - I arrived 10 minutes after the published start to find the end 
of the food, not the beginning.

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

The music was painfully loud - especially as we were arriving. A shame as it was great music.

Since the tour left us (on schedule) outside the venue at 45 minutes it would have been nice for the venue to be ready 
AND welcoming. As it was we were made to feel rather as though we were intruding.
Otherwise the tour was great. But perhaps ending it at a bar or cafe would have been better.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Connections were a bit flaky to start with but did seem to get better.
However, vpn was blocked. This is a real problem as many of us have to deal with some things back at our home 
institutes.

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online
registration & payments system?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

Venue was really very nice. Power was as so often a little constrained.

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Acceptable

Any comment?
This time of year Bari is hard to get to - at least from the UK. But really quite worth it!

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Cloud workshops were good though could have been a little more hands on.

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages, Mails and news,
Do you have suggestions to improve events
communications?
Some of the info that was sent in emails could have
been provided in a print out at registration.

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

I don't know

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Food and drink was good.

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

The tour was a very good idea. One of the highlights of the week.

Conference dinner was okay, although it could have been stage-managed a bit better as it was unclear what to do on 
arrival, and I didn't know when the buses were going to leave afterwards.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Generally good, though some presenters should be prompted to put up their slides.

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

WiFi wasn't that great - somewhat intermittent. Unable to VPN to work.

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

Accpetable.

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

Some PA systems weren't used when they should have been for quiet presenters.
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Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Acceptable

Any comment?
Bit awkward to get to with few direct flights.

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like to give us?

I never managed to spot any of the demos.
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme
for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages, The CF2015 website,

Mails and news,
Do you have suggestions to improve events
communications?
Could you please provide a list of participants, so that
we can know who is attending and if it is possible to
meet someone at the conference

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Very good but I would have preferred to have lunch sometimes seated.

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

The music was far too loud, it was impossible to talk with the people around my table

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Great

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

It has been reported to me that the paiement validation process was very long (2-3 weeks)

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference
venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms,
how easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or
equipment?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Expensive

Accommodation fees Good value

Travel to the event Good value

Any comment?
No travel possible with direct flight from Geneva and Lyon

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

We found it useful that there were fewer parallel tracks and the talks were shorter (faster-packed is a better word)

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages, Mails and news,
Do you have suggestions to improve events
communications?
Please try harder to include side events in the
agenda. There was no schedule for Monday in
Indico, even though there were EGI events held (NIL,
operations, FedCloud). Also, the daily organization e-
mail was a good idea but it gave misleading
information (for instance about the welcome
reception).

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

That was fine, although they run off wine too early during the welcome reception.

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

The music was unbearably loud, we spent half the time hiding in the bar area or on the (cold and smoker-packed) 
balcony. It spoiled it all for us.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Programme didn't contain Monday

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Surprisingly good.

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online
registration & payments system?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

Really good and interesting. Lucky it didn't rain though.
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Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Good value

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Acceptable

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Programme was nice.

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Some explanation of what the food was would have been nice.

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

The music was to loud, but the food and view nice.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Really bad.

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

It did not accept non-ASCII characters, making it a bit tricky for us from the Nordics

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

It worked fine.

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Expensive

Travel to the event Acceptable

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme
for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The Conference4Me app

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Quite Helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Very good food, but the vegetarian option was a little disappointing on occasion.

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

The city tour was good.

The conference dinner was OK; the music was a little too loud to begin with.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

I found the internet connection adequate.

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online
registration & payments system?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

I found the venue very good.  The equipment was, in general good.  My only comment is that the rooms lacked a radio 
microphone; this was only a minor inconvenience.

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Expensive

Any comment?
The flight connections to and from Bari were awkward. I ended up staying an additional day in Bari simply because
there were no useful flights in Friday afternoon.

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme
for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages, The Conference4Me app

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference
catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception and
the lunchtime catering

Respondent skipped this
question

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Very noisy music.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Very bad

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online
registration & payments system?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference
venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms,
how easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or
equipment?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended,
do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

- sometimes speakers should be made "stick to the topic" - needs detailed communication before the event, e.g. for the 
LToS the speaker should not explain his/her whole infrastructure and all the services ...

and please ask chairman and speakers to respect the schedule

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages, The CF2015 website,
Do you have suggestions to improve events
communications?
More clear announcement on the EGI homepage,
looks always like hidden or a minor event

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

lunchtime catering was not so good: better a bit more vegetables, ...

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Conference dinner and ambiance was great!

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

conference bag itself is not really needed, a map is always handy end also the program overview

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

OK

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

no

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

- the venue was very nice, of course such a destinations asks more travel time
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Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Expensive

Accommodation fees Good value

Travel to the event Acceptable

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Some of the parallel sessions I wanted to go to were at the same time. I know this can't be entirely avoided but it was 
worse than usual.

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

The catering was excellent. Nice to have lunch outside.

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Having the walking tour before the dinner was a good idea.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

O.K.

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

Registration was O.K. The idea of sending a credit card number to book a hotel is not acceptable so I booked through 
other means.

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

Was rather a wow venue.  Sometimes the acoustics in the plenary room made it difficult to hear but I don't think there 
was much that could be done about that.

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Good value

Any comment?
Its a bit of a nuisance having a 2 flight journey, as it meant I had to leave Friday morning to not lose Saturday as well
as the previous Sunday.

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Proper lunch please not poor sandwiches like we sometimes get in Amsterdam!

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like to give us?

It was good that we were able to stay in the conference hotel and not have to commute.
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme
for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

excellent

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference
dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before
dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

good

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online
registration & payments system?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

very good

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Does not apply

Travel to the event Acceptable
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Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like to give us?

thanks
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Only participated at the OSC workshop on Friday

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages, Mails and news

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Quite good

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Excellent dinner (menu, service and venue).
I also liked a lot the city tour. 
Yes please repeat it.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

To the point.

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Quite good.

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

The only issue was that the hotel form requested a fax (outdated) and also the fax number was wrong!

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

Very good venue.

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you have any comments on your experiences at the event
eg the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

-
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Good value

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Acceptable

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Keep up the good work!

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like to give us?

Congratulations!
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

The program was very interesting and complete.

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Coffee breaks was in the same location as the partner's booth and poster. It was very convenient.

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

The city tour was really interesting. With so many talks to follow, I did not manage to make a tour of Bari before 
Thursday. It should be repeated next time!

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

The connection was working great.

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online
registration & payments system?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

To get to the venue was quite simple.
Acoustics was not so good if you were sitting in the back of the room.

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Good value

Travel to the event Expensive

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme
for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages, The CF2015 website

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Quite Helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference
catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception and
the lunchtime catering

Respondent skipped this
question

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference
dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before
dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

the umbrella in the conference bag was broken

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Good

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

all good

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference
venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms,
how easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or
equipment?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Expensive

Accommodation fees Expensive

Travel to the event Acceptable

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme
for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

very good food, Excellentissimo caffè and capuccino!

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

The location was great. The dinner food was not the standard expected. The music was a bit loud for conversations.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the
week?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online
registration & payments system?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference
venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms,
how easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or
equipment?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Good value

Accommodation fees Good value

Travel to the event Good value
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Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme
for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages,
Do you have suggestions to improve events
communications?
After the conference it would be useful to verify that
slides and updated information are in the indico
platform.

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Marvelous food, reception and catering (and weather!).
Sometimes the timetable of the sessions was not respected and we arrived too late to the lunch, there wasn't much food 
left...

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

The social dinner had nice music but too loud.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Plase check that the goodies (umbrella) are no broken...

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Good.

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online
registration & payments system?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

Room A1had exceptional hot temperature sometimes.

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Expensive

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Acceptable

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme
for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages, The CF2015 website,
Do you have suggestions to improve events
communications?
It would be nice to have a webpage like a blog

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Quite Helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

It was ok, but would apreciate a bit more variety of food, specially some more meat or fish

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Very nice

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

ok

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

ok

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online
registration & payments system?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

it was a very loud rooms, we could hear the catering people discussing and screaming, not very comfortable rooms, it 
would be nice to be more isolated rooms from the outside. Nice to have some air fresh.

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Acceptable

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

keep only 2 or 3 parallel sessions

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme
for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Quite Helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Breaks and lunchtime were well done. Too little to eat and drink at the welcome reception.

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Food and service was ok but it took too long to get going at the beginning and that music was just too loud!
City tour was very interesting.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Fine.

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

Conf. registration was easy but I was unwilling to put my credit card number in an email/fax to reserve the hotel room so 
ended up having to do bank transfer which was expensive for my employer.

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

The venue was good except for difficulty arranging suitable flights to Bari from the UK.

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Acceptable

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme
for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Quite Helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference
catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception and
the lunchtime catering

Respondent skipped this
question

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Yes, very much. Tour guide was fantastic.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Not so well. There was sometimes problem with disconnections

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online
registration & payments system?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

Some smaller rooms were to hot at the end of sessions therefore there should be better a/c. Rooms should be nearer to 
each other

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Expensive

Accommodation fees Good value

Travel to the event Acceptable
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Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

It would be nice to have one plenary dedicated to report from some large technical project or activity outside EGI (to 
expand the view of what we/EGI community are doing).

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Very good, although a little disorganized (not clear food will come when) and the amount of more attractive food was 
limited (but this is understandable unless one wants to waste)

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Very much liked the tour; the dinner was fine.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Reasonably well

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

No problem encountered

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

The place was lovely; few sessions crowded, but it is difficult to make a 100% precise guess on interest,

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Expensive

Any comment?
The place was nice but not completely easy to reach

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like to give us?

The meeting was nice and full of activities; never felt bored during the whole week.
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

EGI-Engage's day was not really about EGI-Engage. For example, NILs' session was in this day but the NILs' activities 
are not paid through EGI-Engage. 

This day was not in the conference programme. I think it should be in the programme to foster conference attendees to 
participate.

This day implied a travel on Sunday and I think it could be a good reason for less attendees.

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

I don't know

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference
catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception and
the lunchtime catering

Respondent skipped this
question

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Music was too loud and it was very uncomfortable. I was not able to appreciate it and not able to discuss with people 
around me.
The city tour was very interesting and pleasant.
This format is good and you should repeat it.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference
materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the
week?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online
registration & payments system?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

acoustics was not very good in the Europa room. Globally the conference venue was good.

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Expensive

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Acceptable

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

Very well done

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The CF2015 website, Mails and news

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

Awesome!

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

From the food perspective I was expecting more quality and variety

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

Perfect

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

Perfect

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

Perfect

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

Perfect

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Acceptable

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like
to give us?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

First day was in fact not Engage related. Fed cloud, OMB and NILs are not EGI Engage bodies but EGI community, and 
Engage meetings were during conference so the program was quite weird.

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Quite Helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

everything was perfect

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

Tour was excellent and very appreciate. It was a pity that Indigo organized during that time a meeting in the last 
moment. Dinner was... so people were leaving to go to the center to eat sth (!) and the music was way too loud.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

everything was ok

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

perfect

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

no

Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

One of the rooms was combined with kitchen and very loud.

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you
have any comments on your experiences at the event eg
the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the
wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

Respondent skipped this
question
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Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Acceptable

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Acceptable

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in
April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Respondent skipped this
question

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like to give us?

EGI booth was all the time empty.
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Q1: Do you have any comments about the programme for the event, for example the plenary speakers, parallel
sessions or workshops?

I only attended the Open Science Cloud Workshop on Friday. The panel and list of topics was really interesting, 
covering a wide variety of thematic areas and use cases. This highlighted the high potential of the envisaged Open 
Science Cloud in different research areas.

Q2: What was your main source of information about the
conference?

The INDICO pages, The CF2015 website,
Do you have suggestions to improve events
communications?
The INDICO pages were not really usable, as much of
the information was not easily available (but this may
be my personal view only). However, they indeed
contained much information and frequently updated

Q3: During registration and before the event, was the
organising team helpful?

Very helpful

Q4: Please let us know your feedback on the conference catering ie the coffee breaks, the welcome reception
and the lunchtime catering

The quality of the snacks offered during the breaks was high but the variety was limited. Finger food works great for 
such large events and adding a local snack (focaccia?) was a nice idea.

What I noticed on Friday is that due to the high number of participants there was a crowd waiting to be served despite 
the ample space. Maybe having the breaks at a different time for each parallel workshop would work better.

Q5: Do you have any comments on the conference dinner on Thursday, for example about the menu, the
service or the venue? Did you like the city tour before dinner? Should we repeat this format in future events?

I did not attend but it looked extremely interesting.

Q6: Do you have any comments on the conference materials, e.g. online programme, conference bag?

I did not receive the Conference Bag as I had only registered for Friday's workshop and I was not sure if I had to pass 
through the registration desk (and where it was) and if there was a Conference bag for me.

Q7: How was the Internet connection throughout the week?

As I failed to take a conference bag (which included the credentials for each participant), I did not have access to the 
internet during the workshop.

Q8: Do you have any comments about the online registration & payments system?

Online registration was really easy to complete. There was no payment involved in my case (the specific workshop 
registration was free of charge).
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Q9: Do you have any comments on the conference venue, for example the size and layout of the rooms, how
easy it was to get to the venue, acoustics or equipment?

The venue (Europa Room) was amazing, large enough to host all participants, easy to access via train and with plenty 
of hotel/accommodation options.

Q10: If you were an exhibitor or a demonstrator, do you have any comments on your experiences at the event
eg the instructions, the space allocated, the facilities, the wifi, the booth costs, the exhibition and demo hall?

As I mentioned earlier, I have the impression that for those only attending the Friday's workshop (e.g. on the Open 
Science Cloud), it was not clear if we had to pass through the registration desk and pick up a Conference bag (which I 
really missed as I collect such memorabilia from Conferences; let alone the precious wifi credentials).

As regards the exhibitor part, even though there was number of tables by the entrance of the Europa room that could be 
used for this purpose, the tables were allocated by participants working with their laptops. As we were not exhibitors, we 
have no opinion on the related costs e.g. for booths.

Q11: Compared to similar events that you have attended, do you have any feedback on the fees for the event?

The registration fees Expensive

Accommodation fees Acceptable

Travel to the event Acceptable

Any comment?
I liked the idea of having the Conference at a non-typical place like Bari. Even though this resulted in longer travel
times, it was a great opportunity to see a city that I wouldn't have the opportunity otherwise.

Q12: The next EGI event will likely be in Amsterdam in April. Do you have any suggestion for the Programme
Committee?

Engage thematic research areas' representatives to express their envisaged use of the EGI infrastructure (e.g. through 
dedicated sessions); different research communities may have different needs in terms of infrastructure needed.

Q13: Finally, is there any other feedback you would like to give us?

Congratulations for the excellent organization of the event!
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